Non-Group Health Plan (NGHP) Ongoing Responsibility for Medicals (ORM) Recovery Town Hall

Tuesday, January 14, 2020

CMS will be hosting a town hall to discuss common Commercial Repayment Center (CRC) NGHP ORM Recovery topics. The format will be opening remarks by CMS followed by a brief presentation, and then questions and answers with the audience.

Questions or topic suggestions for this town hall can be submitted to COBR-NGHP-Comments@cms.hhs.gov.

Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2020
Time: 1:00 PM ET

Webinar URL: NGHP Recovery Town Hall Webinar

and

Conference Dial In: 800-369-3144
Conference Passcode: 6203749

Please note that for this town hall you will need to use both the webinar link and conference call information above to access both the visual and audio portion of the presentation. Please plan to join at least 15 minutes prior to the start of the presentation.